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Introduction
“There is going
to be, and is
already, a new
perception with
ones who are
willing and
wanting to see
with holy eyes
that which is
truly happening.
As you have the
desire to move
into a place of
joy, that affects
all others to
some degree.”
Jeshua

It is well past the year 2012 and we have all survived it – at
least in this reality. Jeshua reassured us, well in advance, that
the doomsday prophesies were not going to be overwhelming
us and we did not have to worry about them. He did explain
why the Mayan calendar ended on that year and it made a lot
of sense, in that they realized ‘that all is Now” and so had no
need for counting the years.
He told us that the shift that was predicted would be that of a
consciousness evolution – a gradual process. The challenge
that he extended then and still holds today is that of “seeing
the good in everything that happens”.
Jeshua’s analogy of the mattress box springs is certainly one of
his more unique ones, in trying to explain to us our Oneness
and the various rates of movement that they have, depending
on what layer we live in.
It is often a stretch to our minds to live in the paradox of what
he presents us “a gradual and yet speeded-up process of
awakening and evolution.”
But the most powerful message for me was that “You are not
pawns and there is not a power outside of you. You are
masters. In every moment you have choice. It is not the power
of the world, but the power of thought, the power of the
creative One. Let us, as the gods that we are, acknowledge the
shift that is happening and call it good.”
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Discussion Questions
Affirmation for
the Week:
“I am a divine

extension of
the one
Creator. I have
the power of
choice in every
moment.”

• What passage in this chapter touches your heart? Your
mind? Your imagination?
• What do you think about Jeshua’s description of what could
also be said of today “There are going to be events where
ones who are in power are going to feel their foundation a bit
shaky. And some of you want to see changes, and you know
that these changes are going to be widespread changes,
because if you change just a small part of it, it changes the
whole picture. There is the ripple effect that goes out.”
What are the ripple effects that you perceive in your life as
you make changes in your consciousness? How do you feel
or experience life when you call it all good? What do you feel
when you think of yourself or others as pawns?
• What do you remember of 2012? Where there any shifts in
your life then? Did you have any fears or hopes associated
with the prophecies?

Assignments
1. Jeshua tantalizes us with statements like “Allow yourself to
know that you do not have to wait until later when everything
is turned right. It is already right. It is just that sometimes you
do not see the whole picture of how everything fits together.”
Apply this directive of Jeshua’s to some area of your life where
you are have a judgement of “this is not right”. How can you
see it as “already right”? Discuss with a trusted partner or
friend, especially if you need another perspective to see it right.
2. Read the book by Pema Chodron, The Places that Scare You: A
Guide to Fearlessness in Difficult Times. Do you hear any
similarities to Jeshua’s message?
3. Daily affirmation “I am a divine extension of the one Creator. I
have the power of choice in every moment.”
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NOTES
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